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[2010-06-21 13::23:30] David_Peall: What time is the next session?
[2010-06-21 13::27:50] David_Prangnell: the next session in the Gold Hall is at 13:30
[2010-06-21 13::41:13] Robert_Hoggarth: Welcome to the session everyone!As the inroom advocate for remote participation for this session I will be happy to read your
questions live later in this session.
[2010-06-21 13::42:22] Robert_Hoggarth: if you have a question or statement to offer,
please start your post with the words QUESTION or STATEMENT at the beginning of
your post
[2010-06-21 13::49:17] ICANN_Camera13818: already is used
[2010-06-21 13::52:45] Captain_ZOOM: Was in the ARC Hall over at Tech Day Strange they have such Low-Tech - No 3D or Avatars or In-World Audio
[2010-06-21 13::55:38] ICANN_Camera7590: Wajdi: wana use Camera_1014 instead
[2010-06-21 14::03:33] Captain_ZOOM: Speaker is pointing out how ICANN
orchestrates many parallel channels to divide and conquer
[2010-06-21 14::08:22] Captain_ZOOM: ICANN is a private company that benefits a
selected (unelected) few
[2010-06-21 14::08:41] guest: Is there a way to scroll back in the transcript?
[2010-06-21 14::10:56] ler_inc: ICANN is depriving the world of idn gtlds
[2010-06-21 14::11:22] Captain_ZOOM: Speaker is claiming ICANN has something to
do with the integrity of the DNS
[2010-06-21 14::13:52] Captain_ZOOM: ICANN is not a government agency and NOW
is LESS connected to government

[2010-06-21 14::14:10] guest: @Captain_ZOOM: We've got it, thanks, now can you
please lay-off? Thank you in advance!
[2010-06-21 14::14:19] Robert_Hoggarth: guest: the transcript and chat log are
essentially live feeds. we don't have the technical ability to scroll back the live scribe pod
in Adobe Conect. you can look back in the chat log during the period in which you have
lbeen logged in to the room. complete transcripts will be available as soon as possible
after the session and posted on the session page on the Brussels meeting schedule
[2010-06-21 14::16:44] Captain_ZOOM: ICANN is primarily a Labor Union for
Registrars who are the primary "customers"
[2010-06-21 14::19:32] guest: @Robert: The ability to scroll back in the transcript - if
only for my current session - is a suggestion for a future improvement. It would be very
helpful for folks who are monitoring these sessions in the background and occasionally
hear something that piques their interest!
[2010-06-21 14::22:25] Robert_Hoggarth: guest: I agree that it would be a valuable
functionality and will have the tech team review potential solutions.
[2010-06-21 14::22:38] Robert_Hoggarth: thanks!
[2010-06-21 14::23:33] Captain_ZOOM: Removing the [IANA Contract] from ICANN
will help to focus people on what the private ICANN company does
[2010-06-21 14::34:33] Robert_Hoggarth: last chance to raise questions
[2010-06-21 14::35:16] Robert_Hoggarth: for this part of the session
[2010-06-21 14::49:45] Robert_Hoggarth: Starting Phase 2 of the Session Now
[2010-06-21 14::52:06] Robert_Hoggarth: now starting .....
[2010-06-21 14::59:02] Robert_Hoggarth: reminder, If you have a question or statement
to offer, please start your post with the words QUESTION or STATEMENT at the
beginning of your post. My friend and colleague Mr. Olof Nordling will be passing on
any questions or comments
[2010-06-21 15::00:52] Olof_Nordling: Indeed, and thanks for the reminder Rob!

